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Address Qingdao Qianfine Trading Co.,Ltd 
Export Dept.No.2 of Qianfine Trading 
No.70 Henan Road, Shinan District 
266001 Qingdao City

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We have been specializing in glass mosaic for three years, and have designed more than 30 usual models and 100 acceptable colors.

Our Crystal Glass Mosaic Tiles are made from cast, crystal clear glass tiles, with a "kiln fired" colored backing. With the coloring residing on the back
portion of these clear glass tiles, the tiles have a depth which is truly unique and eye catching. Light passes into the tiles to illuminate the colorful
backing, giving these tiles a vibrant colorful appearance unmatched by other mosaic tiles. These tiles are acid-resistant and alkali-resistant. They are
kiln fired at a temperature of 800 degrees to guarantee durability. As such, these tiles are often used for exterior and interior walls, many types of
crafting projects, swimming pools, gyms, coffee houses, casinos, bathrooms, kitchens, gardens, and schools.

We can manufacture daily no less than 1000 square meters and 80% exported to oversea markets.

We can design and supply all kinds of pictures made of glass mosaic according to your requirement and picture.
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